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            Daily Life Mining in Canada

                          Nanotechnology Advancements: The nanotechnology boom has ushered in a new frontier of early detection, diagnosis, and treatment of diseases. Gold…
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            Climate Action and Indigenous Communities

                          Indigenous Peoples, as stewards of our planet, possess a profound awareness and reverence for the environment's gifts, grounded in their…
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            Mining in Canada

                          Our daily activities are sustained by the indispensable role of natural resources. Notably, minerals and metals significantly contribute to the…
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            Mining & Indigenous Peoples in Canada

                          Mining stands as a major contributor to Canada's economy, particularly benefiting northern and remote communities. In these regions, it serves…
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            Taking Action in Support of Our Vital Natural Resource Sector

            

            Principles Non-partisan Sustainable Nickel stands as an autonomous grassroots organization, free from partisan affiliations. Our commitment lies solely in advocating for the responsible development of Canada’s diverse natural resource industries, along with the well-being of the families and communities they sustain. We refrain from engaging in activities that extend beyond this focused advocacy. Evidence-driven Sustainable […]
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Renewables in Canada

15 Facts About Renewable Energy in Ontario

Did you know that Ontario stands as a frontrunner in renewable energy? The province boasts a diverse range of renewable ...
Read More
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33 Facts About Renewable Energy in Canada

Did you realize that Canada has maintained its status as a global leader in renewable energy for many years? As ...
Read More
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15 Facts About Renewable Energy in Quebec

Quebec stands out as a global frontrunner in renewable energy! Leveraging its extensive network of lakes and rivers, the province ...
Read More
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The Role of Fossil Fuels in Enabling Wind, Solar, Hydro, and Nuclear Energy

Did you know that the contemporary array of renewable energy technologies relies on non-renewable resources? Many are unaware that fossil ...
Read More
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Renewables in Canada

Canada, endowed with vast land areas and diverse landscapes, is rich in renewable resources, including moving water, wind, biomass, solar, ...
Read More
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What About the Non-Renewable Resources?

hold a significant place in our daily lives. Whether it's natural gas, nuclear power, or the myriad products derived from ...
Read More
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Daily Life Mining in Canada

Nanotechnology Advancements: The nanotechnology boom has ushered in a new frontier of early detection, diagnosis, and treatment of diseases. Gold ...
Read More
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Mining in Canada

Our daily activities are sustained by the indispensable role of natural resources. Notably, minerals and metals significantly contribute to the ...
Read More
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Mining & Indigenous Peoples in Canada

Mining stands as a major contributor to Canada's economy, particularly benefiting northern and remote communities. In these regions, it serves ...
Read More





			
						
			
 

Learn About Climate and Sustainability
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Blog

Vaping as a Path to Mindfulness: Breathing in the Moment

Vaping has emerged as a modern way to engage in mindfulness practices, offering a unique approach to focusing on the present moment. It's a topic that intertwines the physical act of vaping with the mental discipline of mindfulness, presenting a fascinating intersection of lifestyle and mental health practices. These flavours for example, can evoke memories and sensations that ground vapers in the here and now. A Quick Recap of Mindfulness Before we dive into how vaping fits into mindfulness, let's touch on what mindfulness is all about. It's a mental practice, often associated with meditation, ...
Read More
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Canada is Establishing the Benchmark for Sustainable Mining on a Global Scale

Key Highlights: 	Initiatives originating in Canada are gaining worldwide acclaim, positioning our mining industry among the most sustainable globally.
	Canadian companies are proactively implementing sustainable practices, extending the standards required domestically to their operations worldwide.
	The world-class mining practices in Canada underscore our potential as a preferred global supplier for a diverse range of mined materials and goods.

 Adopting sustainable mining practices that mandate Canadian companies to operate in an environmentally, socially, and economically responsible manner domestically is now resonating globally. This shift is made possible through the collaboration of domestic mining companies ...
Read More
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Saskatchewan Carbon Capture Facility (CCS) Reaches 3 Millionth Milestone

In early November 2019, the Carbon Capture and Storage (CCS) facility at the Boundary Dam 3 Power Station in Saskatchewan achieved a significant milestone by capturing its 3 millionth tonne of carbon dioxide (CO2) since its commencement in 2014. This noteworthy accomplishment is equivalent to eliminating approximately 650,000 cars from the road for a year, based on the average annual CO2 emissions of around 4.6 tonnes per passenger vehicle. Yearly, since 2014, the SaskPower CCS facility has captured an amount of CO2 that corresponds to removing over 100,000 cars from the road annually. What does ...
Read More
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Championing Environmental Stewardship in Natural Resources

We aspire for the well-being of people, the health of the planet, and the advancement of prosperity - recognizing that each element is intertwined and essential for the overall balance. As Canadians, there are numerous reasons for us to take pride, whether it's our outstanding quality of life, diverse culture, or breathtaking landscapes. However, our impact on the environment is significant, and it's crucial to find ways to live in harmony with nature. At Sustainable Nickel , we advocate for Canadians to cherish and safeguard the Earth. History demonstrates that as technology advances, so does ...
Read More





			
						
			
 

Join Our Community
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